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Abstract
With the demographic change and a generally increasing
product complexity, there is a growing demand for assis-
tance technology to cognitively support workers during in-
dustrial production processes. Many approaches includ-
ing head-mounted displays, smart gloves, or in-situ projec-
tions have been suggested to provide cognitive support for
the workers. Recently, research focused on improving the
cognitive feedback by using activity recognition to make it
context-aware. Thereby an assistance technology is able to
detect work steps and provide additional feedback in case
the worker makes mistakes. However, when designing feed-
back for a rather monotonous task, such as product as-
sembly, it should be designed in a way it does neither over-
challenge nor under-challenge the worker. In this paper,
we sketch out requirements for providing cognitive assis-
tance at the workplace that can adapt to the worker’s needs
in real-time. Further, we discuss challenges and provide
design suggestions.
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Introduction
Assistive technology is influencing the evolution of indus-
trial workplaces due to the outcomes of reducing errors
and improving workflow. With the average age of laborers
on the rise, it is important to be proactive in meeting the
needs of production lines. By integrating intelligent machin-
ery into factories, commands can be delivered to workers
on a step-by-step basis. Frequent commands can benefit
workers in training as well as workers with disabilities; how-
ever, there are times when the necessity for direction falls,
as is the case with expert workers. When the workers’ need
for assistive technologies changes, the feedback from the
machine should also reduce, while continuously checking
for errors.

The benefit of creating adaptive assistive systems is that
they conform to the cognitive needs of the worker in real-
time. When a worker is over-taxed, they exhibit symptoms
of stress and anxiety. These symptoms can be monitored
through bio-signals, such as heart pulse rate, galvanic skin
response (GSR), electroencephalography (EEG), elec-
tromyography (EMG). Furthermore, eye movements can
be used as indicators for cognitive workload. Just and Car-
penter [6] investigated the relation between eye fixations
and cognitive processes. This data can be used to deduct
workers’ current workload in real-time. When combined with
system analytics data, such as task completion time and er-
ror rates in task assembly, we can deduct a holistic picture
of the worker’s current state.

The vision for this project is to provide an adaptive technol-
ogy to assist workers based on level of experience (e.g.,
beginner, advanced, expert). The ultimate goal is to provide
a tool that can be used in different scenarios and different
user groups.

Related Work
Assisting workers during complex assembly tasks has been
a topic of various research projects. Bannat et al. [1] use a
projector that is mounted on top of a workplace to highlight
the bin that the worker needs to pick the next part from.
They use a camera to track if the worker’s hand is in the
correct bin. Further, the worker is equipped with a grasping
sensor that is mounted on the workers hand. The system
only triggers a correct pick if the hand is in the correct bin
and the user does a grasping gesture. To give assembly
hints, they are using pictorial instructions that show both
start and end of an assembly step. On the other hand, Funk
et al. [4] evaluated which projected in-situ feedback is per-
ceived best by cognitively impaired workers. Their results
suggest that using a contour-based visualization that high-
lights the position and orientation of work-pieces to assem-
ble, increases the task completion time and reduces the
number of errors that are made. Further, a contour-based-
visualization leads to less perceived cognitive effort (mea-
sured using the NASA-TLX [5]). Such a contour-based vi-
sualization is also used by Zhou et al. [11], who apply pro-
jectors to highlighting welding spots. In their approach, they
highlight the spot with a green color. Additionally, to easily
notice the location of the welding spot they propose the use
of different visualizations, e.g. an arrow pointing to the next
spot, shrinking circles, and moving arrows around the target
position.

However, all these different visualizations compete for the
attention of the user. But cognitive resources are limited.
Especially when assembly tasks become more complex
due to multiple working steps. Here, an adaptive system
could break down instructions for those steps into digestible
chunks: Miller [7] found the feasibility of about 7 chunks
(plus or minus 2) that can be held in working memory, which
points to the capacity limitations when processing informa-



tion. To decrease complexity and facilitate learnability of
assembly tasks, additional interaction dimensions could be
added to a workspace: Dingler et al. [3] used different in-
teraction zones to map functionality across space thereby
reducing potentially ambiguous interactions. Using such in-
teraction spaces can further be used to provide an adaptive
work space where monotonous body posture is prevented
and workers are encouraged to physically move in between
working blocks.

Depending on their nature, multiple tasks can be performed
concurrently or not. Wickens [10] describes this multiple
resource theory in detail. So while workers are focused
on their task at hand, they use their auditory channel to
implicitly monitor their work environment while receiving
instructions through the visual channel. This sensory multi-
tasking affects cognitive workload, which again has an ef-
fect on workers’ performance. Although it is not always the
case that increased workload necessarily decreases per-
formance, but when workloads become too high or too low
performance is affected negatively [8]. While low workload
(underload) can lead to boredom, loss of situation aware-
ness and reduced alertness, too high workloads can cause
stress, anxiety, and therefore negatively impact the worker’s
health. Pielot et al. [9] investigated how boredom can be
detected and taken advantage of in a mobile context. A
similar approach might be possible for assembly task lines
where data collected by observing workers can be used to
build predictive models to infer the worker’s state of atten-
tion and intervene accordingly.

Figure 1: We equipped a
workplace with a camera-projector
pair. It is able to project assembly
instructions and react upon
worker’s actions.

Figure 2: A worker is placing a
workpiece at the working area
according to a highlighted position.

An Adaptive Assistive System
We equipped a regular assembly workplace with a top-
mounted projector to provide in-situ feedback during man-
ufacturing (see Figure 1). Further, we added a Microsoft
Kinect depth camera that is able to sense activities that

are performed at the workplace. By sensing the worker’s
activities, the system is aware of the current state of the as-
sembly and can give feedback according to the performed
assembly step. Our system can distinguish between three
activities that are performed at the workplace: first, it de-
tects whether the worker picks an assembly part from the
correct box. Second, it detects if the part was correctly as-
sembled or if it is still in an intermediate state. And third, it
detects whether a tool was taken from its defined spot using
the SURF [2] object recognition algorithm.

Our prototype implementation can adapt the feedback to
the user’s performance as it provides three levels of feed-
back: beginner mode which provides video instructions for
every step, advanced mode which just highlights the con-
tour of the pick and assembly locations, and expert mode
which does not show any feedback. While assembling, the
system counts the amount of correctly performed steps and
the number of errors, which consist of assembly errors and
picking errors. Every time the user performs a step cor-
rectly or makes an error the system calculates a correct
steps/errors ratio. When the ratio is below a threshold of
0.1 the feedback level is switched to advanced mode. Ac-
cordingly, if the ratio drops below a threshold of 0.01, the
system displays the expert mode feedback. Thereby the
system assumes, if the worker does not make any errors,
the worker has learned the workflow and does not need
feedback anymore. The values for the threshold were deter-
mined empirically to fit our example product.

Discussion
While this approach is an easy way to provide visual feed-
back that is adapted to the user’s performance as it is only
using data from one sensor i.e. the Kinect depth camera.
However, in real production environments errors can be
triggered by the worker as quick as hovering a hand over



the wrong box, which might cause the system to switch to
a lower feedback level. This level might sustain for several
working steps until a lower ratio is reached again. Therefore
we argue to take more variables into account.

The system could not only take the worker’s actions for cal-
culating the feedback level, but additionally use vital param-
eters: galvanic skin response can be used to measure
how much a worker is sweating. Heart rate and breathe
frequency can be measured to see how physically ex-
hausting a task is for the worker. Additionally, the system
could collect the workers EEG data to measure an attention
and meditation values. Finally, the worker’s blinking rate
can be measured to react upon fatigue effects.

Figure 3: The position of the part
that needs to be picked next is
highlighted by the system.

We believe that collecting a worker’s vital parameters to
adjust the provided feedback brings us closer to real-time
adaptive assembly workplaces. Using the real-time sens-
ing of worker’s performance, vital parameters, and cog-
nitive load, the workplace could use different modalities
such as visual, audio or haptic feedback according to the
worker’s stress level. Additionally, even within the modali-
ties, the stress level can be taken into account by adjusting
the frequency and intensity of the provided feedback. We
believe that this approach has some benefits for both work-
ers and companies. First, work tasks could be dynamically
queued according to a worker’s stress level. This would en-
sure product quality, increase the production efficiency and
increase worker happiness. Second, our approach lowers
workers’ stress levels by adapting the task to their current
capacity. This could have positive implications on work-
ers’ health by avoiding stress-related symptoms, such as
burnout syndromes. Third, by retaining a constant concen-
tration level, the risk for accidents at the workplace occur-
ring due to a lack of focus, might be lower.

However, there are a few challenges for our approach. First,
the worker needs to wear additional sensors to measure
the worker’s vital signs. This would interfere with the work
task and might be an additional load for the workers. There-
fore, the measuring of the vital signs should be designed
as unintrusive as possible. Second, it should be mentioned
that our approach comes with privacy issues. An employer
could get access to the vital parameters of the workers and
infer information about their health. Therefore, when de-
signing such a system, we need to ensure that all parame-
ters are only used to calculate an overall feedback level and
that none of the parameters can be accessed from outside.

Conclusion & Future Work
In this position paper we described our prototype for pro-
viding context-aware in-situ assembly instructions at the
workplace using a camera-projector pair. We outline ben-
efits and challenges for making the projected instructions
adaptive by considering worker’s stress levels and vital pa-
rameters. Additionally we suggest different strategies to
counteract high stress levels and cognitive over-load and
under-load by changing the projected feedback or dynami-
cally changing the currently produced product.

In future work, we want to conduct experiments to evaluate
the effects of the proposed strategies and changes in the
feedback levels on the vital parameters of the worker. We
believe that adaptive feedback and adaptive queuing strate-
gies can help to maintain a solid cognitive load and can
keep work challenging even when performing monotonous
tasks.
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